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Appendix A: Collections Management System Criteria Checklist (CMSCC)

created by Canadian Heritage Information Network (CHIN)

Example of two parts of section A in the abridged spreadsheet.
Item Criteria Description Mandatory Nice to

Have

Section A: Core collections management criteria

(Spectrum primary procedures)

A.1

Object Entry The management and documentation

of the receipt of objects that are not

currently part of the collections. These

objects may or may not eventually be

accessioned

A.1.1

Uniquely identify

objects on deposit

The system can uniquely identify newly received objects

or object lots, and assign a unique local deposit number

which can be differentiated from accession numbers.

A.1.2

Entry reason The system can record a reason for an object or group of

objects physically entering the organization.

A.1.3

Unique system

number assigned

The system can ensure that a unique system number is

assigned to all objects or object lots (accessions, loans,

temporary custody).

A.1.10

Current owner The system can record details of the owner of a loaned or

temporarily deposited object, or other object in the

organization’s custody which does not belong to the

organization.

A.1.12

Entry date The system allows recording of a date on which an object

or group of objects enters the organization.

A.1.18

Objects returned to

owner

The system can record that deposited objects or object

lots have been returned to the owner as required (for

example, track that the objects have been returned with

a return date).

A.1.20

Return date The system can record the date an object is due to be

returned to or collected by the current owner or

depositor.

A.2

Acquisition

and

accessioning

The management and

documentation of the addition of

objects or object lots to the collection
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A.2.1

Accession by lot The system can accommodate accessioning by object lot.

This means that it can assign a unique local number to a

group of objects that are being accessioned together. The

separate objects in the lot may eventually be numbered

separately.

A.2.2

Unique system

number assigned

The system can ensure that a unique system number is

assigned to all objects or object lots.

A.2.3

Local unique numbers The system can accommodate non-system local unique

numbering systems (for example, accession numbers in a

wide variety of formats, Borden numbers).

A.2.4

Object number The system can record a unique number identifying an

object or specimens, including any separated parts.

A.2.9

Object name The system can record a description of the form, function

or type of object.

A.2.10

Title The system can record the name assigned to an object or

group of objects by the artist/creator or collector at the

time of origin or subsequent titles either specifically

assigned or generally understood to refer to it.

A.2.11

Brief description The system can record a text description of an object in

approximately one sentence; normally used for

administrative and identification purposes. It records the

most important information from a number of separate

descriptive units of information.

A.2.13

Source The system can record source information (for example,

acquisition source, title, surname, address) about objects

or object lots.

A.2.24

Acquisition date The system can record the date on which the object or

objects are acquired.

A.2.26

Acquisition conditions The system can record any conditions on the acquisition

of the object, such as donor access or display

requirements.

The full spreadsheet can be found at

https://www.canada.ca/en/heritage-information-network/services/collections-management-sys

tems/software-criteria-checklist.html

https://www.canada.ca/en/heritage-information-network/services/collections-management-systems/software-criteria-checklist.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/heritage-information-network/services/collections-management-systems/software-criteria-checklist.html
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Appendix B: Graphic of project goals and methods
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Appendix C: Weighted Value Analysis

Example of a weighted value analysis:

Visualizing
search results
1 is no visuals,

10 is very
visual

Simplicity

1 is less simple,
10 is more

simple

Layout/Ease of use

1 is hardest to use,
10 is easiest to use

Total Score

Weight (1-100) 50 40 90

System 1 4 5 3 670

System 2 8 7 8 1400

System 3 3 7 6 970

System 4 8 3 6 1060

System 5 5 5 4 810

The final score is determined by multiplying the score by the weight and summing all the

criteria. In this example, System 2 would be chosen.
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Appendix D: Interview Protocol for Insights on Collections Management

Systems

These interviews investigated how different institutions used collections management

systems, and what considerations they took when selecting and developing the system they

chose.

Considerations

● Interviews will be held over Zoom or Microsoft Teams

● We will be interviewing people that work with collections management systems

● Biases

○ We will ask open-ended, neutral questions to allow the interviewer to guide

the conversation and remove our biases

○ We will consider that different institutions may have different needs from

Tower Bridge

● Validity

○ We will interview people at credible institutions that have done extensive work

with collections management systems to ensure that we are receiving expert

advice

Sample Interview Format

Introduction and Consent Script

Hello ____. We are students from Worcester Polytechnic Institute doing an IQP to develop a

Collections Management System for Tower Bridge, a historical site in London. We would

like to interview you on the evaluation and selection of Collections Management Systems.

Would it be okay to record this interview on Zoom to make sure we capture your responses?

If you would rather not, it's perfectly fine, we can just take notes instead. Do we have your

permission to quote you in our report? Any information you share with us is completely

confidential and will only be used for research purposes with your permission. You can also

remain anonymous and we will not record any of your personal information. We will not

identify you by name in any of our writing to make sure the information you share with us is

confidential unless you would like to be quoted.
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Questions

● What collections management software is being used at your institution?

● How did you research and evaluate potential options for software before choosing?

● What criteria are most important when choosing software for collections

management?

● What are the strengths and weaknesses of the CMS options?

○ Cloud-Based

○ Local Based

○ Web-Based

● Can you provide any insight on the IT side of managing the server hosting the CMS?

● Does the system use a metadata scheme that you would recommend?

● What are some techniques for effective data entry and metadata development?

● What recommendations would you give for writing a proposal for software?

Conclusion

Thank you for meeting with us today. Is there anything else you care to share with us about

CMS? Do you have any questions for us or how we will use the information gathered in this

interview? Would you be okay with further inquiries if they come up? Would you like to

receive a copy of our final report? Thank you for your time, if you have any more questions

feel free to reach out over email.
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Appendix E: Survey on important criteria to consider for CMS options

This section will include the survey that will be sent to Tower Bridge staff on the criteria they

consider important in a potential management system.
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The full survey can be found at https://forms.gle/aiaXmiBZUu44ths98

https://forms.gle/aiaXmiBZUu44ths98
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Appendix F: Weighted Value Analysis Survey

This survey allowed Tower Bridge staff to score the demonstrated systems on the key criteria

from the weighted value analysis.
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The full survey can be found at https://forms.gle/Ytp5LFiqwpVDJeyVA

https://forms.gle/Ytp5LFiqwpVDJeyVA
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Appendix G: Interview Protocol for SSL

These interviews investigated how CollectionsIndex+ could be implemented at Tower Bridge

and what steps would need to be done next.

Considerations

● Interviews will be held over Zoom or Microsoft Teams

● We will be interviewing people that work with Collections Management Systems

● Biases

○ We will ask open-ended, neutral questions to allow the interviewer to guide

the conversation and remove our biases

○ We will consider that different institutions may have different needs from

Tower Bridge

● Validity

○ We will interview people at SSL that have done extensive work with

CollectionsIndex+ to ensure that we are receiving accurate information on the

system

Consent

Over email, we asked permission to use the content of our conversations with SSL as a part

of our IQP report and received written consent to use to do so.

Questions

1. What steps will Tower Bridge have to take to get the CMS up and running?

2. What initial information will need to be provided for customization?

3. Is it possible to continue customizing after the CMS instance is running?

a. If so, what parts/how much?’

b. Can mandatory fields be changed at a later date?

4. Does SSL provide the manual to prove Spectrum compliance or is Tower Bridge

expected to create its own?

5. Is there any important information you would like to share with us to help Tower

Bridge with the setup process?
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Appendix H: Questionnaire regarding the use of CollectionsIndex+

This questionnaire was distributed to institutions in London using CollectionsIndex+ to

investigate their implementation of the system, customizations requested, and the satisfaction

of the system and services provided by SSL.

Consent

Over email, we asked permission to use the content of the questionnaire responses as a part of

our IQP report and received written consent to do so.

Introduction

Tower Bridge is considering introducing Collections Index+ to manage its collections. We

would appreciate your help by answering a few questions on how you use the system, and

which feature you find particularly helpful. Thank you for your support.

Questions

1. Which modules do you have in the system (MuseumIndex+, AssetIndex+,

ContentIndex+, etc.)?

2. Can you comment on the user training provided by SSL?

3. Can you comment on the customer support and maintenance provided by SSL?

4. Which fields show up in your search results list view? For example (see below):

“Image, Repository, Reference Code, Title, Level, etc.” (A screenshot of the search

results would be helpful)
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5. Do you have any custom views set up for asset summaries? If so, what data fields are

associated with each display? (Screenshots would be helpful)

6. What have you found to be the most important feature of CollectionsIndex+?

7. Is there anything you would like to share about the customisation process with SSL?

8. How long have you been using Collections Index+, and do you have any comments

on updates and longevity of the system?

9. And finally, do you have any other notes, comments or recommendations you wanted

to share?
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Appendix I: Full Spreadsheet of Potential CMS Options
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Appendix J: Rates for Axiell Support Services
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Appendix K: Setting Up CollectionsIndex+ Deliverable

This document delivered to Tower Bridge describes the process for setting up and

customizing CollectionsIndex+, including the potential for future expansion to include public

access.

Setting Up CollectionsIndex+
Matthew Frey, Michael Gobran, Colin Stevens, and Jarius Thomas

Introduction

The WPI team has formally recommended CollectionsIndex+ by System Simulation
(SSL) as the Collections Management System for Tower Bridge. Due to time constraints, the
WPI project team will not be able to set up CollectionsIndex+, however, we have created this
document to aid that process. After Tower Bridge secures funding for the system, this
document can be used as a guide explaining the setup process and the open-ended options
that SSL provides for customization.

Cost Analysis

The main costs associated with CollectionsIndex+ are as follows:
● The one-time License Fee: £5000
● CollectionsIndex+ Support: estimated at 15% of initial costs
● Setup Installation: £375
● Customization £375 per half-day
● Annual Cloud Hosting: £2000 per year

○ Additional Users: £500 per user
● AssetIndex+: £5000
● Office Export Module: £1500
● CollectionsOnline: £3000

○ Support fee £450 per year

The following figures break down the price of CollectionsIndex+ and additional
modules:
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Figure 1: Cost Comparison for CollectionsIndex+ with Extended Media &

CollectionsIndex+ with AssetIndex+

Figure 2: Cumulative Cost Comparison for CollectionsIndex+ with Extended Media

& CollectionsIndex+ with AssetIndex+

Figure 3: Additional Costs for CollectionsIndex+ with Extended Media & CollectionsIndex+

with AssetIndex+
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Data Migration

When setting up CollectionsIndex+, the first step is an optional service called Data
Migration. Data Migration is a service SSL provides in which they browse an institution’s
pre-existing records, determine which field titles and terminologies they use for cataloguing,
and map these terms into the appropriate location in the database. Once the data mapping
scheme is put together, SSL will plan a meeting to confirm they have included all the
important field titles that the customer wants. At this point, the Tower Bridge team could
suggest changes to the arrangement of the CMS and SSL would make sure to make those
adjustments.

When the data mapping scheme is finalized, SSL will initialize an instance of
CollectionsIndex+ just for Tower Bridge. Using the documents or spreadsheets you provide,
they will begin a batch entry that adds each of the recorded assets to the database. If any of
the information you provided to SSL was incomplete or underdocumented, the records can be
completed through CollectionsIndex+ once the system goes online.

Streamlining Data Migration

For Data Migration, SSL would prefer to receive a spreadsheet in a unified format,
meaning the records you provide would all have the same information fields cataloged. If
Data Migration is of interest to Tower Bridge, do this:

1. Collect all the asset records that Tower Bridge has available
Our team has been led to believe that there are various different records of the

assets at Tower Bridge. Collect as many of these records as possible, so the CMS can
be customized to fit with the field names and descriptions contained in these records

2. Aggregate all of the cataloguing terms that are relevant to the assets
When enough of the records are identified, the next step is to create a list of

the cataloguing terms (fields) that are relevant to Tower Bridge’s cataloguing system.
If a field in the records is important for organization, include it in the list so it can be
included in the CMS. Likewise, if a field in the records is unimportant, do not include
it in the list.

3. Assure that all spreadsheets have the same format; or alternatively, create a new
spreadsheet that contains all of the cataloguing terms as the column titles

This is the step that will make SSL’s Data Migration faster and less
expensive. Firstly, you would need to ensure all the spreadsheets have the same
format. This means that each of the spreadsheets you sent to SSL should include all of
the fields identified in Step 2. The spreadsheets do not need to be completely filled
out in this phase, because any information withheld or left blank can be completed
digitally once the CMS is launched.

Making a new spreadsheet is possibly the easiest way to streamline Data
Migration. A new spreadsheet can be set up with all of the fields identified in Step 2,
and the information from existing records can be copied and pasted into the
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appropriate location. Once again, each cell does not need to be fully documented in
this phase, because any information withheld can be completed digitally once the
CMS is launched.

Skipping Data Migration

If Tower Bridge decides not to use Data Migration, that is fine. In this case, you
would not be able to use SSL’s batch entry to populate the CMS. If Data Migration is
skipped, then Tower Bridge’s first step would be customization - this process requires internal
communication, to figure out which fields are a good fit, and external communication with
SSL to request modifications as needed.

Customization

Field Titles

SSL is able to customize the names of fields - for example, you could change a term
like “Title” to “Asset Name” if it makes cataloguing more effective. It is also possible to
completely remove certain fields from the database or make any field mandatory. If the fields
that are provided by default are not a good fit, SSL can have them changed before launching
the CMS. They are also able to make changes after the CMS goes online, but this will result
in a period of downtime where the system temporarily goes offline for a few hours. The cost
of customization depends on the amount of work involved - SSL charges £375 per half-day
of customization. This fee also applies to customization of the Search Results Page and the
Dashboard.

Search Results Page

The Search Results Page can also be customized. Before SSL activates the CMS,
Tower Bridge should let them know which fields to show on the Search Results Page.

Figure 1: The Search Results Page with no customization

By default, the Search Results Page shows Repository, Reference Code, Title, and
Level, but you can decide which fields are most relevant to show on this page. Like the field
titles, requests for the search page should be provided to SSL before the CMS is launched if
possible. Changing this page after the CollectionsIndex+ is online will also result in
downtime.
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Our project team created a questionnaire asking other institutions how they have
customized their search pages, but so far we have only heard back from the Guildhall Art
Gallery. As more institutions fill out this questionnaire, we encourage Tower Bridge to
consider the responses when deciding how to set up this page.

Dashboard

The blue links on the Dashboard can also be customized. At SSL, they call this a
behavioral change. Behavioral changes are not recommended by SSL, but they can do it for
any customer who wants it. We recommend removing any blue links from the Dashboard that
are unlikely to be used, and keeping the rest.

Views

A view is an alternate display that limits the fields that show up on an asset’s page.
Views are especially helpful for the different departments that may have different uses for the
CMS. By using views, you can hide unimportant fields while avoiding sending the CMS into
downtime. The following screenshots shows a sample asset in the default view and the same
asset in a minimalistic view:

Figure 3a: A sample asset in Default view
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Figure 3b: The same sample asset in Minimalistic view

The fields that are hidden in the minimalistic view are still in the database, but they are not
displayed in this view. Using views to cut down the visible fields is an easier and cheaper
alternative to having SSL remove fields from the system.

On any asset’s page, you can click the dropdown box next to “View” to see the
available views. Additionally, when you can click the gear next to the dropdown and press
“Manage views”, you can go into the Views editor. The Views editor allows you to edit
existing views and customize new ones.  For more information on using the Views editor,
please reference our video on Views.

Figure 4: The Views editor
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Public Access Module

SSL’s CollectionsOnline module costs £3000 and includes a base level of
configuration: SSL can add a logo, font, a custom colour scheme, and Tower Bridge’s choice
of fields to display. Additionally, there is a £450 annual support fee, which provides support
on the same terms as CollectionsIndex+ support.

If Tower Bridge needs a more comprehensive styling job, or additional website
functionality, SSL can facilitate this. The cost is dependent on the amount of time needed,
and the licence fees for any extra modules supplied by SSL. Because website development
can happen after the CollectionsOnline site is launched, Tower Bridge can start by taking the
standard out-of-the-box CollectionsOnline module and customize it as needed.

Conclusion
After months of research and preparation, the WPI project team is excited to see that

Tower Bridge is moving forward with CollectionsIndex+. We’d like to give credit to Richard
Beales and Rebecca Arnott at SSL who have been our contacts throughout our project term.
They can continue to answer your questions about CollectionsIndex+ and the modules SSL
offers. They can be contacted via email: richard@ssl.co.uk and rebecca@ssl.co.uk are their
respective email addresses.

Going forward, we wish Tower Bridge the best of luck setting up CollectionsIndex+ and
reopening the exhibit!

mailto:richard@ssl.co.uk
mailto:rebecca@ssl.co.uk
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Appendix L: Spectrum Compliance Deliverable

This document delivered to Tower Bridge describes the process for achieving Spectrum

compliance.

Spectrum Compliance
Matthew Frey, Michael Gobran, Colin Stevens, and Jarius Thomas

Introduction

For museum accreditation, Tower Bridge will need to follow Spectrum procedures. In
order to show this and easily have everyone follow the procedures, it is recommended you
create a manual laying out steps that follow each procedure. First, we will go over these
requirements with a brief explanation of the procedure overall and links to more guidance on
the procedure. The links to requirements outline what is the minimum to be compliant and
why those requirements are important. The procedure guidance shows a guideline/example of
a workflow to follow the procedure. Then, we will go over recommendations for the manual
going forward.

Procedures

Spectrum has nine primary procedures that must be followed for museum accreditation:

Object Entry
This procedure is the requirement to document all objects that come into your care,

whether they be a loan or acquisition.
Link to procedure requirements:

https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/object-entry-the-spectrum-standard/
Link to procedure guidance:

https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/object-entry-suggested-procedure/

Acquisition and Accessioning
This procedure is the process by which you take legal ownership of objects and the

formal commitment that you have to care for them.
Link to procedure requirements:

https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/acquisition-and-accessioning-the-spectrum-standard/
Link to procedure guidance:

https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/acquisition-and-accessioning-suggested-procedure/

https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/object-entry-the-spectrum-standard/
https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/object-entry-suggested-procedure/
https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/acquisition-and-accessioning-the-spectrum-standard/
https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/acquisition-and-accessioning-suggested-procedure/
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Location and Movement Control
This procedure is simply keeping track of the location of the object and updating it as

it moves.
Link to procedure requirements:

https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/location-and-movement-control-the-spectrum-standar
d/

Link to procedure guidance:
https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/location-and-movement-control-suggested-procedure/

Inventory
This procedure is about ensuring the basic information for all objects in your care is

recorded, and how you will tackle any backlog in this process.
Link to procedure requirements:

https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/inventory-the-spectrum-standard/
Link to procedure guidelines:

https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/inventory-suggested-procedure/

Cataloguing
This procedure is about managing the information about your collection to allow

recording and retrieving what is known about your objects.
Link to procedure requirements:

https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/cataloguing-the-spectrum-standard/
Link to procedure guidelines:

https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/cataloguing-suggested-procedure/

Object Exit
This procedure is the requirement to record when objects leave your building or your

direct care.
Link to procedure requirements:

https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/object-exit-the-spectrum-standard/
Link to procedure guidelines:

https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/object-exit-suggested-procedure/
Additionally for this procedure Collections Trust has forms you can purchase or use

as a baseline for your forms:
https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/object-exit-suggested-procedure/

Loans in
This procedure is managing borrowed objects, these should have an end date listed at

which it is either renewed or returned.
Link to procedure requirements:

https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/loans-in-borrowing-objects-the-spectrum-standard/
Link to procedure guidelines:

https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/loans-in-borrowing-objects-suggested-procedure/

https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/location-and-movement-control-the-spectrum-standard/
https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/location-and-movement-control-the-spectrum-standard/
https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/location-and-movement-control-suggested-procedure/
https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/inventory-the-spectrum-standard/
https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/inventory-suggested-procedure/
https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/cataloguing-the-spectrum-standard/
https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/cataloguing-suggested-procedure/
https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/object-exit-the-spectrum-standard/
https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/object-exit-suggested-procedure/
https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/object-exit-suggested-procedure/
https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/loans-in-borrowing-objects-the-spectrum-standard/
https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/loans-in-borrowing-objects-suggested-procedure/
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Loans out
This procedure covers assessing requests for you to lend objects and managing the

lending process until loans are returned.
Link to procedure requirements:

https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/loans-out-lending-objects-the-spectrum-standard/
Link to procedure guidelines:

https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/loans-out-lending-objects-suggested-procedure/

Documentation planning
This procedure is the overall and more general process of continually improving your

documentation systems by enhancing what information they contain.
Link to procedure requirements:

https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/documentation-planning-the-spectrum-standard/
Link to procedure guidelines:

https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/documentation-planning-suggested-procedure/

https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/loans-out-lending-objects-the-spectrum-standard/
https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/loans-out-lending-objects-suggested-procedure/
https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/documentation-planning-the-spectrum-standard/
https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/documentation-planning-suggested-procedure/
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Manual

https://www.artscouncil.org.uk/sites/default/files/download-file/Accreditation_Guidance_Mar
_2019_0.pdf section 5.2

To create a documentation plan/manual to show how you achieve the procedures, it
will be best to start by looking at your current processes, formal or informal, evaluating them
to see if they match any of the procedures, and sort them accordingly. This is also a valuable
opportunity to condense protocols where needed if some are found to be redundant. Once you
have matched your existing protocols to procedures and written them out, investigate the

https://www.artscouncil.org.uk/sites/default/files/download-file/Accreditation_Guidance_Mar_2019_0.pdf
https://www.artscouncil.org.uk/sites/default/files/download-file/Accreditation_Guidance_Mar_2019_0.pdf
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remaining procedures and decide how you wish to fulfill them. You can closely follow the
examples provided by the collections trust, create them yourselves entirely based on what
they require, or even reach out to other museums and get an idea for how they do things.

In the final, full manual there are a few options for organization. It can be organized
by what procedure it fulfills, if all protocols fill only one procedure, or just by protocol and
noting somewhere what procedure(s) it fills. The first option makes it easy to show and
explain how it complies, but can be irrelevant to some users. The second option gives a more
unified and easy-to-follow workflow but can complicate showing where each procedure is
fulfilled. Ultimately it will come to the preference of the users for which type of manual is
best. In order to decide which type to go with and evaluate how easy it is to understand we
recommend doing surveys on people’s preferences for which type. Once the first draft is
created we recommend allowing discussion on the procedures and how easy they are to
follow in order to refine them. It may take some time to finalize but this step is later on in the
accreditation process so there is plenty of time to get at least the most basic version in order
before it is needed.
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